You Don’t Need Sight to Have Vision
Believe, Be Bold, Become
Nancy Solari has a Bachelor of Arts with a double major in
broadcasting and psychology, worked for Good Morning America and
Entertainment Tonight, was a successful Realtor in California, and is
currently a thriving business owner of Living Full Out. What makes
Nancy Solari truly unique? All of her remarkable success has been
achieved despite being legally blind.

Nancy Speaks To:
Universities
Colleges
Commencements
Orientations
NPOs
Fundraisers
Galas
Disability Conferences
Health & Wellness Organizations
Motivational & Inspirational Groups
& MORE!

Books
http://livingfullout.com/products/
Radio
http://livingfullout.com/radio-show/
Speaker
http://livingfullout.com/event-planners/

At the age of sixteen, Nancy was diagnosed with Retinitis Pigmentosa
and over the years, she has experienced subtle, yet measurable,
vision loss. Rather than letting this news dissuade her, Nancy chose
to persevere and excel, and is now a guide for others desiring to
overcome their obstacles. Nancy Solari is an authentic and positive
example of how anyone can live their best life with an empowered and
optimistic mind-set, regardless of the challenges they face. Each of
Nancy’s adversities has given her unique insights and new tools for
approaching and solving problems.
Nancy Solari has a life coaching degree from IPEC and launched her
company, Living Full Out, in 2008, which focuses on helping others
to reach their full potential. Nancy also hosts the national radio show,
Living Full Out with Nancy Solari, that attracts thousands of
participants from all over the country. Nancy is an exciting, engaging,
and sought-after motivational speaker, trainer, and consultant.

Keynotes, Seminars, and Workshop Topics Include:
Visualize Your Potential – The blueprint for turning your
limitations into possibilities; becoming the source of light, love,
and connection your world needs.
Live Full Out – Discover the fearless path, achieve your dreams
regardless of challenges, and embrace the emotional support
that surrounds you.
Leave Your Mark On the World – Empowers participants to
pinpoint what they want to achieve and gives them the tools to
create their lasting legacy.
Turn Your Dreams Into Reality – The secrets to reading the road
signs, learning to leverage and blow away limitations, and turn
your ideas into full-fledged accomplishments.
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